
 
 

 

 

MoMA ANNOUNCES FOCUSED EXHIBITION ON INTERACTIVE DESIGN, 
FEATURING 35 VIDEO GAMES FROM THE MUSEUM’S COLLECTION 
 
NEW YORK, May 9, 2022 [Updated June 23]—The Museum of Modern Art announces 
Never Alone: Video Games and Other Interactive Design, an exhibition that will 
investigate how interactive design informs the way we move through life and conceive of 
space, time, and connections, well beyond the game screen. On view in the Museum’s 
street-level gallery from September 10, 2022, through July 16, 2023, the exhibition will 
bring together notable examples of interactive design from MoMA’s collection, including 
computer interfaces, icons, apps, and 35 video games, 10 of which visitors will be able to 
play. This exhibition is grounded in the Museum’s history and commitment to collecting 
interactive design, from 1960s computer terminals to MoMA’s first selection of video 
games (acquired in 2012) to the websites of today. Never Alone: Video Games and Other 
Interactive Design is organized by Paola Antonelli, Senior Curator, Paul Galloway, Collection 
Specialist, and Anna Burckhardt, Curatorial Assistant, Department of Architecture and 
Design.  
 
“The interfaces we use to access the digital universe are visual and tactile manifestations of 
code that both connect and separate us, and shape the way we behave and perceive life,” 
says Paola Antonelli. “Design is all around us, goes the adage, in everything we touch, use, 
feel, eat. Ever since digital tools have become ubiquitous, interactive design has become 
the conduit to systems of all kinds, from communication and information to transportation, 
supply, and more. It is in the touch commands on the screen of an ATM machine or of a 
smartphone, and in the interface of an ICU monitor. Interactive design runs a great part of 
our lives.”  
 

Taking its name from the newly rereleased video game Never Alone (Kisima Inŋgitchuŋa) 

(2014), the exhibition will be organized into three sections: the Input, the Designer, and the 

Player. The first section, the Input, will focus on users’ physical interactions with the digital 

world through tangible objects like keyboards, joysticks, and touchscreens. The second 

section will examine the Designer’s impact on players’ experiences through early apps like 

John Maeda’s The Reactive Square (1994) and video games like Lucas Pope’s Papers Please 

(2014). These first two sections explore different aspects of the interface–where the user 

meets the machine—making clear that the design of the tangible object and digital 

experience are fundamental to the success of any interactive design, especially video 

games. In the third section, the exhibition will explore how the Player’s performance, 

choices, and interpretation define and reshape games and apps. Video games such as 

SimCity 2000 (1993) and Minecraft (2011) will be on view as examples of how players can 

create their own personalized worlds. These works demonstrate that a great part of the 

success of a game might depend on the player, not only on the designer. 

 

The objects, interfaces, icons, and video games featured in this exhibition were selected as 

trailblazing examples of interactive design. The criteria for selecting video games were 

based not only on the aesthetic and narrative quality of each, but also on many other 

aspects—from the elegance of the code to the choreography of the player’s behavior—that 

pertain to interactive design. The criteria also focus on how the digital space is designed, 

flows, and morphs in time; how the game receives and conveys instructions and information 

via screens and input devices; and how a person interacts with them, whether digitally or 

physically. 



 

 

 
The accompanying publication, Never Alone: Video Games as Interactive Design, written by 
Paola Antonelli, Anna Burckhardt, and Paul Galloway, explores the impact of interactive 
design by examining 35 video games created between 1972 and 2018—from Space 
Invaders (1978) and Pac-Man (1980) to The Sims (2000) and Minecraft. An overarching 
essay presents the pioneering criteria by which MoMA has selected these video games for 
its collection, as well as the protocols for their acquisition, display, and conservation. The 
richly illustrated plate section is divided into three sections that analyze input devices, game 
designers, and players.  
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The exhibition is made possible by Allianz, MoMA’s partner for design and innovation, and 
supporter of programs that look to a more sustainable future. 
 

 
 
 
 

 
Major support is provided by UNIQLO, MoMA's proud partner of #ArtForAll. 
 
Leadership contributions to the Annual Exhibition Fund, in support of the Museum’s 
collection and collection exhibitions, are generously provided by Sue and Edgar 
Wachenheim III, Jerry I. Speyer and Katherine G. Farley, the Sandra and Tony Tamer 
Exhibition Fund, The Contemporary Arts Council of The Museum of Modern Art, Eva and 
Glenn Dubin, the Kate W. Cassidy Foundation, Alice and Tom Tisch, Mimi Haas, the Noel and 
Harriette Levine Endowment, The David Rockefeller Council, the William Randolph Hearst 
Endowment Fund, the Marella and Giovanni Agnelli Fund for Exhibitions, Anne Dias, Kathy 
and Richard S. Fuld, Jr., Kenneth C. Griffin, The International Council of The Museum of 
Modern Art, Marie-Josée and Henry R. Kravis, and Jo Carole and Ronald S. Lauder. 
 
 
Major contributions to the Annual Exhibition Fund are provided by The Junior Associates of 
The Museum of Modern Art, Emily Rauh Pulitzer, Brett and Daniel Sundheim, Karen and 
Gary Winnick, and Anna Marie and Robert F. Shapiro. 
 
 
Additional funding is provided by the Dale S. and Norman Mills Leff Publication Fund. 
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